I. Your team must agree upon ten significant findings in the Verizon article. List your significant findings here:

1. Highest number of breaches occurred in hospitality industry
2. Only 11% of companies handling credit card payments are compliant with PCI DSS
3. Organizations with 11 to 100 employees had the most breaches
4. Skimming devices on ATMs, etc. can send information to cell phones in real time
5. More breaches than ever but fewer compromised records
6. Operating system choice plays little to no relevance in number of breaches
7. In the past, 90% of attacks were considered highly difficult. That dropped to 15% this year.
8. Physical breaches increased—increase in tampering and surveillance and decrease in theft.

II. Describe anything in the Verizon article that would be specific to the IT Domain assigned to your group:

9. 83% of attacks were opportunistic; 17% were targeted
10. Use of fake credentials was 2010's most prevalent social attack.

* The grid on page 15—top four threat events involve hacking into and installing malware to compromise integrity and confidentiality of servers
* 70% of data was compromized from servers
* External agents target servers and applications and end-users most of the time.
* Servers were affected by 57% of breaches
* POS terminals and servers were affected by more than half of opportunistic attacks using malware or hacking
* SQL injection and XSS are being used to attack application layers
* Use logs from applications as well as networks to monitor systems